
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and
pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Black card base
3 White panels (large, medium 
and small)
1 Lime panel
11 Colored strips
1 Set of leaf die cuts (including a large 
turquoise leaf stem for the inside of the 
card)
1 Celebrate sentiment with black backer
Foam panel
1 Coordinating envelope*

Kit B

Just some info: ADHERE means to
stick your card elements together
using a tape runner, a double sided
tape, a liquid craft glue or any
combination of those. If I specify a
type of adhesive, that’s because the
situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive 🙃 But you
can always just use what you have!



Let’s begin by creating the striped panel. In the example, you see the striped
panel that has been trimmed and tilted to sit diagonally. To create the
original panel, you will lay the strips horizontal. To do this, adhere the
colored strips to the largest white panel. They will stretch lengthwise over
this panel. Take care to adhere the first strip exactly along the top edge of
the panel. This will ensure all strips after the first lay straight. See example
picture for color pattern ideas.
Now you will trim your striped panel. To do this, align it diagonally over the
MEDIUM sized white panel. The center stripe should sit approximately
over the diagonal center of the panel. Holding the two panels in place, turn
them over to see the overhanging edges. Trim the striped panel where it
hangs over so that it will only reach edge to edge of the white panel. TIP: To
make the trimming easier, you can use a temporary adhesive to hold the
panels together OR lightly draw a cut line where the edge of the panel is-
then trim. 
Next, use a double sided tape or liquid glue to adhere the foam panel to the
back of the striped panel. 
To arrange everything, align the striped piece on the medium white panel
(do not adhere it yet). Now add the leaf die cuts in the arrangement you
prefer. See example picture for placement ideas.
Once you’ve decided on placement, remove the release paper from the back
of the foam panel and add the leaves to the foam’s adhesive where you want
them. You can also add a liquid glue to give more time for adjustment if
needed.
At the same time, add the decorated striped piece to the medium white
panel. Align the left and right corner of the striped piece to the panel and be
careful to not let the leaves overhang too far. The card will still need to fit
into the envelope lol. See example picture for placement. The combination
of these elements make up the card front.
Once the card front has been completed, adhere it to the card base making
sure to leave an even border of black showing along each edge.
To finish it, adhere the white Celebrate to the black backer leaving an even
border of black showing along each edge. Then adhere the layered
sentiment to the front of the card.

Let’s Begin!
We’ll construct the card front first.

You’ll need the  large and medium white panels (the smallest panel is for the
inside of the card), the colored strips, the sentiment and backer, the foam panel
and the leaf die cuts (except 1 large turquoise stem). 
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Adhere the remaining (smallest) white
panel to the lime panel, making sure to
leave an even border of lime showing
along each edge.
Now adhere that layered piece to the
inside of the card base making sure to
leave an even border of black showing
along each edge.
To finish, add the remaining turquoise
leaf stem for decoration.
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                          And you did it!

Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
**mailing liner is used as a barrier over the card front to protect it during

shipping

Now let’s decorate the inside of our card!


